Abstract-Increased commodity use of mobile devices has the potential to enable mission-critical monitoring applications. However, these mobile-enabled monitoring applications have to often work in environments where a delay-tolerant network (DTN) is the only feasible communication paradigm. Detection of complex (composite) events is fundamental to monitoring applications. However, the existing plan-based CED techniques are mostly centralized, and hence are inherently unscalable for DTNs. In this paper, we create Comet -a decentralized planbased, efficient and scalable CED for DTNs. Comet shares the task of detecting complex events (CEs) among multiple nodes, with each node detecting a part of the CE by aggregating two or more primitive events or sub-CEs. Comet uses a unique h-function to construct cost and delay efficient CED trees. As finding an optimal CED plan requires exponential-time, Comet finds near-optimal detection plans for individual CEs through a novel multi-level push-pull conversion algorithm. Performance results show that Comet reduces cost by up to 89% compared to pushing all primitive events and over 60% compared to a two-level exhaustive search algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen the advent and large-scale proliferation of mobile devices such as smart phones and different types of mobile wireless sensors that are capable of acquiring and disseminating various kinds of sensory data. This has the potential to enable sophisticated monitoring applications. However, these devices are increasingly being used in environments where infrastructure limitations preclude continuous, reliable end-to-end network connectivity. Examples include battlefield surveillance, seismology, and interplanetary space exploration. Delay-tolerant networking (DTN) has been proposed and is being increasingly adopted as the networking architecture for such environments [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . DTNs exist outside of the Internet; DTN links are characterized by long delays, frequent interruptions, and high error rates.
Unfortunately, there is little research on providing effective and efficient support for building them. Several of the essential components of modern monitoring applications have been designed for Internet-based environments where the underlying network provides continuous, reliable, low-latency end-to-end connectivity, and they do not work well in a mobile-DTN setting. A prime example is the complex event detection (CED) component. Complex events (CEs) are composed (using various operators) from multiple atomic, possibly geographically distributed primitive events (PEs) [5] , [6] .
Most of the popular CED techniques are based on plans that rely, explicitly or implicitly, on centralized processing of PEs. However, centralization is unacceptable in networks that are prone to long delays and frequent disruptions. While the cost and latency imposed by a centralized CED framework may be tolerable for high-bandwidth wired networks, it is prohibitively expensive for DTNs. There are three reasons for this. First, centralization prevents exploiting topological proximity of event sources. Second, most existing CED techniques assume network connectivity between various PE sources and the event destinations almost always exists; this does not hold for DTNs, so PEs cannot be pulled at arbitrary times. Third, DTNs operate on a store-and-forward paradigm, and hence PEs will be stored at intermediate nodes until the next link becomes available. It is advantageous to process PEs and detect sub-CEs at intermediate nodes when waiting for the availability of the next link. This paper contributes a novel, decentralized multi-stage framework, called Comet, for efficient and scalable CED in mobile-DTNs. To the best of our knowledge, Comet is the first plan-based decentralized system. Comet supports distribution of the CED process among multiple nodes, with each node detecting a part of the CE (sub-CE) by aggregating two or more PEs or sub-CEs. Because finding an optimal (lowest) cost plan is NP-complete, Comet includes a heuristic planning algorithm that, given a CED delay tolerance, derives a CED plan with low cumulative communication cost. Comet can exploit both single target pulls (in which instances from a single event source are retrieved) and multi-target pulls (in which event instances from multiple sources are retrieved).
Comet incorporates several novel features. We present a technique to construct a cost and delay efficient detection tree for a CE given the destination and the PE sources. We introduces a novel h-function that combines the cost and the delay of transferring PE instances from the source to the destination, and use it to guide our tree construction. We design a multi-level push-pull conversion mechanism that can work in conjunction with multi-level CED trees. Our cost-delay sensitive heuristic algorithm operates in two phases: first by converting as many proactive push operations as possible into single-target pulls; and then by converting as many of the remaining pushes as possible into multi-target pulls.
We have run extensive experiments with Comet. Performance results show that Comet reduces cost in some topologies by over 89% compared to pushing all primitive events, and over 60% compared to a two-level exhaustive search algorithm.
II. BACKGROUND AND CHALLENGES
In this section we briefly discuss the fundamentals of CED and DTN. Then, we formally state the problem of CED on DTNs and explain why the existing CED techniques are not appropriate for DTNs.
A. DTN
DTNs are mobile networks in which continuous, bidirectional, end-to-end connectivity between two arbitrary hosts is not guaranteed. DTNs operate on a store-andforward paradigm. Based on the temporal link connectivity characteristics, DTNs can be classified into two broad classes: scheduled-contacts DTNs and opportunisticcontacts DTNs. In a scheduled-contacts DTN, the contacts among nodes occur according to a schedule, as opposed to in an ad-hoc manner in opportunistic-contacts DTNs. In this paper, we confine our discussion to scheduled-contacts DTNs.
Our discussion is based on the following conceptual model of scheduled-contact DTNs. The DTN is composed of N nodes represented as {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V N }. A link is the intermittent connection between two nodes. The link between nodes V f and V g is represented as L fg . Each link is associated with five properties. The expected disconnection period of the link L fg , represented as EDP (L fg ), is the expected time duration between two consecutive active sessions of the link. Analogously, the expected active period of L fg , represented as EAP (L fg ), is the expected time duration for which L fg is expected to remain active after gaining connectivity. The bandwidth of L fg , denoted BW (L fg ), is the number of bytes per second that can be transferred over L fg when the link is active. The latency of L fg (represented as LT (L fg )) is the time required for a packet to travel from V f to V g when the L fg is operational. The worst case delay in transferring a packet along
LT (L fg )). Each link is also assumed to be associated with a cost factor (denoted as CF (L fg ) for link L fg ). The cost factor represents the cost of transferring one packet of data over the link. In this paper, we regard the cost factor as a generic parameter specified according to the characteristics and constraints of the DTN. A commonly used cost factor is the inverse of the link bandwidth (CF (
, where μ is a constant.
B. CED
CEs are composed from two or more PEs. PEs are events that are generated atomically from the sources. Each event (PE or CE) is associated with a unique identifier. Variable pe i denotes a PE with ID i, and pe j i represents the j th instance of pe i . Each event instance is also associated with a Start-Time and an End-Time. An event instance is said to occur within a certain time duration if both the Start-Time and the End-Time of the instance fall within the duration.
As in previous CED schemes [5] , [7] , [8] , our system supports a standard set of event composition operators such as and, seq, or, and negation. Most of the operators incorporate a time window argument (represented as w) which specifies the maximum duration between any two PE instances that are part of a CE instance. Akdere et al. [5] provide formal descriptions of the operators. If pe k appears as an argument in the definition of ce i , then pe k is said to be a constituent event of ce i .
C. Problem Statement and Challenges
Consider a set of m PE sources with each PE source residing on a DTN node. For each CE, a node of the DTN is designated as its destination or sink (represented as V D (ce i ) for the complex event ce i ). This is the node at which the CE is eventually needed. Each CE is also associated with a delay tolerance limit (or simply delay tolerance, represented as Δ(ce i )), which signifies the the maximum detection delay that can be tolerated for that CE. The delay of the CE is the maximum of the detection delay over all of its instances.
Given (1) the topology of the DTN, (2) the location and source of each PE, and (3) the definition of a set of CEs that needs to be detected, their respective destinations, and their individual delay tolerance limits, the problem is to come up with a plan that minimizes the cumulative cost of detecting the set of CEs. The cost of a link L fg under a certain CED plan is the product of its cost factor (CF (L fg )) and the average number of bytes transferred through the link per unit time. The cumulative cost of a detection plan is the sum of the costs of all links involved in the plan.
The plan will essentially include three things: (1) on which node(s) the CED process will execute; (2) for each node involved in the CED, which of its constituent events will be pro-actively sent (pushed) to the node, and which will be obtained by the node when needed (pulled); and (3) if a node pulls multiple constituent events, in what order would it be done. A CED plan is usually represented as a set of finite state machines (FSMs) (one for each node executing the CED process).
We now explain two existing CED techniques and discuss why they cannot be trivially adopted for DTN settings. The simplest centralized CED approach is to push every instance of each PE as soon as it occurs to the destination, which determines the set of PE instances that will result in a CE instance. No other nodes perform any CED tasks. In this plan, each CE is associated with a single FSM at its respective destination. This approach yields the lowest delay but is very costly-in fact this approach has maximum cost. This is because it pushes instances irrespective of whether an instance has any chance of being a part of a CE instance. A main drawback of this approach is that it fails to utilize higher delay tolerance limits for lowering CED costs.
An alternate technique proposed by Akdere et al. [5] , attempts to alleviate the problem by selectively pushing certain (usually the cheapest) PEs to the destinations. A destination pulls the other component PEs when it notices (based on PE instances that have arrived) that there is likelihood of a CE instance. The problem is to decide, for each CE, which PE sources will be pulled by its destination and in what order, so that the detection cost is minimized while ensuring that the detection delay does not exceed the specified tolerance limit. The authors provide an optimal algorithm that is exponential-time. They also propose a heuristic algorithm. Their algorithm employs two kinds of pulls -single-target pulls in which the destination sends out a pull request to only one PE source at a time and multi-target pulls (or simultaneous pulls) in which the node simultaneously pulls from multiple PE sources. Note that in this technique also, the entire CED process essentially occurs at the CE's destination. The plan for a CE will consist of a start state in which certain PEs are pushed to the destination, possibly followed by a sequence of states, Even this technique suffers from several limitations. First, it can still result in significant degree of wasted communication. Pushing all event instances to the destination will result in higher costs, especially if the cost factor of links closer to the PE sources are high. In general, it is better to discard such instances early on. Second, due to frequent and potentially long link disconnections, pulling events by the destination will add significantly to the detection delay. The problem is exacerbated in situations where PE sources are several hops away from the destination. In general, when the EDP of the links closest to the sources is relatively high, it is beneficial to push the PEs to intermediate nodes.
The destination can then pull from the intermediate node.
Centralized CED techniques (including the sophisticated one that allows selective push and pull) preclude such plans.
III. COMET OVERVIEW
Comet addresses the above limitations by distributing the CED process among multiple DTN nodes. A unique aspect of our approach is that it employs multi-level hierarchical structures called CED Trees (defined later in the section) as the basis for detecting CEs. In this paper, our focus is on the CED planner, which devises cost effective CED plans. We assume the planner knows the frequencies of the various PEs of a given CE and the topology of the DTN and the properties of various links. We also assume that DTN nodes and links have enough storage and bandwidth resources to store and transfer all event instances.
Fundamental to our CED planner is the concept of a CED tree. The CED tree of a complex event ce i is composed of ce i 's destination as its root and the source nodes of ce i 's component PEs as its leaves (although a PE source can be a non-leaf node). Comet computes cost-and-delay effective paths (see below) from the source of each component PE to the CE destination. The DTN links and nodes that are part of at least one such path (from a component PE source to ce i 's destination) form edges and the intermediate nodes of the CED tree. A DTN node that lies at the intersection of the paths from two or more PE sources to the CE destination is called a junction.
Our system operates on a per-CE basis -i.e., for each individual CE in the system, the CED planner modules are invoked independently to produce a multi-level near-optimal CED plan for that CE. Our CED planner is comprised of two novel components, namely, a CED tree construction component, and a multi-level push-pull conversion component.
IV. DECENTRALIZED CED PLANNING IN COMET
In this section, we explain the two Comet components.
A. CED Tree Construction and Sub-CE Determination
The first challenge in supporting multi-level CED is to construct an efficient CED tree for each CE. We do this by assigning weights to DTN links according to a novel h-function that combines both cost and the delay characteristics of links. The h-value of a DTN link
MAX-DL , where CF (L fg ) and DL(L fg ) are the cost factor and delay of L fg respectively, MAX-CF and MAX-DL are the maximum cost factor and maximum delay over all links in the DTN, and α is a weight factor that can be used to adjust the relative importance of cost factor and delay respectively. Notice that the lower the cost factor and delay of a DTN link, the lower the h value.
Once the h-values of all the DTN-links are determined, we use Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm [9] to find the path with minimal cumulative h value from each PE source to the CE destination. The union of these paths form the CED tree. We then determine the set of junction nodes in the CED tree. Each junction in the CED tree may potentially host a sub-CED process. The sub-CE to be hosted at a junction node V f is determined by applying the same operator as that of the original CE to the set of PEs and sub-CEs that intersect at V f . 
B. Multi-Level Push-Pull Conversion Component
Given a CED tree, this module produces a near-optimal plan (in terms of detection costs) consisting of push-pull schedules at every junction node for detecting the corresponding CE/sub-CE. Our technique starts with a simple plan in which the CED process at every junction node follows a simple 2-state FSM analogous to the all-push plan. This module progressively transforms the FSMs at the junction node through conversion of the corresponding links from push to pull (see Figure 1) .
Our scheme operates in two distinct phases. In the first phase, as many links as possible are converted from push to single-target pull without violating the detection delay tolerance limit. In the second phase, we convert as many of the remaining push links as possible to multi-target pulls (i.e., pull them simultaneously with sibling links that already have pull status).
Two important questions need to addressed when converting links from push to single target pulls in the first phase. (1) For each junction node, which set of links should be converted from push to pull so that the cost of the plan is minimal and the corresponding delay does not exceed the tolerance? (2) If a node has multiple incoming pulls, in which order should they be performed? Since the optimal algorithm to solve question 1 is exponential even for centralized settings (single level CED trees), we adopt a greedy heuristic approach. Since our goal is to minimize cumulative costs, our heuristic is the ratio of cost reduction to the delay increase caused by a push-to-pull conversion. We denote the cost-to-delay ratio as CDR, so CDR(L fg ) = Cost Reduction obtained by converting L fg from push to pull Delay increase caused by converting L fg from push to pull .
O u r technique performs push to single target pull conversions in the decreasing order of the links' CDR values until a stage where any additional conversion would cause violation of the specified delay tolerance. If a node has several incoming pull links, the respective component events are pulled in increasing order of their frequencies. The idea is to let the sub-CED process at a node advance only after resolving the most difficult hurdles.
Computing CDR values requires estimation of the cost and delay of a multi-level CED plan. We extend the FSMbased cost estimation model [5] for multi-level CED trees. The idea is to use a bottom-up approach to estimate the frequencies of various sub-CEs. This is in turn used to estimate the amount of data transferred per unit time at every link in the CED tree. The cost of a plan is the weighted sum of data transferred per unit time over all the links in the tree, the weight being the cost-factor of the link. The delay of a plan is also estimated through a bottom up approach. At each junction node, we estimate the delay of the corresponding CE/sub-CE by analyzing the critical path of its FSM (longest sequence of operations), along with the EDP values of the incoming links and the delays of its constituent events. Our technical report provides the mathematical formulation and a detailed discussion of our cost and delay estimation models [10] . In the second phase, our planner checks the links that still have a push status at the end of the first phase to see if any of these links can be converted to multi-target pulls. In order to ensure that delay tolerance limit is honored we enforce the following condition: a link L fg that has push status at the end of phase 1 can be converted to a simultaneous pull with a sibling link L fh only if (1) L fh already has pull status and (2) the push-pull conversion of L fg doesn't violate the delay tolerance limit. We consider the links for conversion in the decreasing order of the estimated cost reduction.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We have implemented both Comet and our DTN simulator in Java. PE instances are generated according to a Poisson distribution. We use the Zipfian distribution to generate the PE occurrence frequencies. We will focus on two major properties of the DTN link -Bandwidth and Expected Disconnection Period. Our planner and DTN simulator support different models for bandwidth and EDP. For simplicity, we use three categories of bandwidths: low bandwidth (128 Kbps), medium bandwidth (256 Kbps) and high bandwidth (1.2 Mbps). We define the cost factor as packet size bandwidth . For EDP, we also use three categories: low EDP (30 seconds), medium EDP (2.5 minutes), and high EDP (5 minutes). 
A. Results
For each experiment, we show the results of four different algorithms. The baseline plan is All-Push, where all events are pushed to the sink immediately. The Centralized Optimal plan is the one suggested as optimal in the work by Akdere et al. [5] . Note that it is optimal only for solutions in which pulling of events occurs only at the sink, so Comet, with its multi-stage nature, can outperform Centralized Optimal. The Centralized Heuristic plan is our adaptation of the heuristic algorithm suggested in [5] . Finally, Comet is our novel multi-stage heuristic plan. Figure 2 shows results of cost for the aforementioned four algorithms. The delay tolerance ranges from 0 to 250 minutes. In this experiment the EDP is high (5 minutes) for all links, and the bandwidth per link is 128 Kbps on all links connected to the sink, 1.2 Mbps on all links connected to the sources, and 256 Kbps on all other links. Note that for delay restrictions smaller than 16.5 minutes, there is no feasible solution, even with All-Push. The results clearly show that Comet is superior to the other three algorithms. Comet has a cost that is 89% less than All-Push, 66% less than Centralized Heuristic, and 56% less than Centralized Optimal. Note that creating a multi-stage optimal algorithm is infeasible because it is exponential in the number of links.
A comparison of the Centralized Heuristic to Centralized Optimal shows that while Centralized Heuristic produces identical results in some cases, it is inferior in other cases. This is because Centralized Heuristic first examines sequential pulls, which can result in searching of a subspace of the solution space in which the optimal plan does not occur. Centralized Optimal enumerates all possible plans in which pulls are performed at the sink. Figure 3 shows results for a similar experiment as was shown in Figure 2 , except that the cost per link is uniform. The results are similar in many cases, but there is a range of delay restrictions-85 to 100-in which Comet has a higher cost than Centralized Optimal. This occurs because when the cost per link is uniform, the benefit of pulling PEs close to 
VI. RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
Current work on CED has focused on two main issues, namely, reducing the computational overheads at the server [6] and reducing the communication costs [5] . The plan-based CED technique [5] reduces the communication overheads of CED by intelligently pushing and pulling PEs. There are several crucial differences between Comet and these existing systems. Most importantly, the above techniques are centralized in the sense that the entire CED process occurs at a single node. Comet on the other hand is based on multi-level CED paradigm and it enables sharing of CED tasks among multiple nodes. Distributed data stream processing [11] , [12] is another area that is closely related to our work. However, as Akdere et al. [5] have noted, data stream processing systems have to rely exclusively on pushbased data transfer.
DTN has been an active area of research for the past few years [4] , [1] . The major focus is designing effective routing and message dissemination schemes [4] , [13] . Typically, routing strategies exploit connectivity patterns, node mobility patterns, packet replication, and social affinity for achieving effective packet delivery [1] , [3] . Unfortunately, research on building applications and systems on DTNs has thus far been confined to simple web applications, distributed file systems, and caching [14] , [15] , [16] . This paper is a step towards closing this critical gap.
In summary, Comet, to the best our knowledge, is the first decentralized multi-level CED planner in which the multiple DTN nodes share CED tasks. Comet's planner is characterized by two novel techniques. First, it constructs cost-and-delay efficient CED trees using a unique h-function. Second, it incorporates a two-phase push-pull conversion heuristic that employs both single-target and multi-target pulls to progressively lower CED costs. Our experiments have shown that in most cases Comet produces significantly better plans than existing centralized CED mechanisms.
